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ABSTRACT
This dissertation formulates- and reports upon the implementation 
of a numerical system fcr the solution of hydrodynamics and radiation 
diffusion as a multi-material problem in one dimension, A parametric 
system is developed in which the program parameters may be dynamically 
altered and studied as to their worth and effectiveness. The system 
is designed specifically for use within an interactive man-machine 
environment wherein the user becomes an integral part of the final 
solution.
INTRODUCTION
The largest and fastest computer? have always been used for the 
Solution of partial differential equations, especially non-linear 
equations which are used to describe some physical phenomenon in time 
and space.. Computer programs for this class of problems are large, 
and their creation requires a joint effort of many individuals over 
long periods of time, most of which is consumed by the debugging 
process. Once such a program has been developed, its use requires a 
great deal of data to specify the desired physical system. It also 
requires an intimate knowledge of the workings of the program and a 
vast amount of intuition and experience into the mechanics of the 
physical processes involved. Even without difficulties, such problems 
run for hours at a time on the most modern computers in the typical 
batch mode. At some time after what may develop into days and weeks 
of aborts, restarts, parameter changes, program patches, reconfigura­
tions and the like, the user finally, acquires several edge feet of 
printed output and perhaps a few computer generated graphs which repre­
sent the solution to his problem. He must then examine, plot and 
otherwise become familiar with this output data and make judgments as 
to its validity and applicability within the constraints of the system 
being designed or simulated.
1.
r/.Tith tha advent of multiprogramming, time-sharing and raal-time 
problem solving at a remote console, new hardware and software tools 
are being developed to allow the programmer and the user to become an 
active part of the checkout and running process of. a program. While 
this document reports on the development of a medium size program 
within the rudiments of such an interactive environment, its primary 
emphasis is placed upon the derivation of a numerical system for the 
solution of hydrodynamics and radiation diffusion as a multi-material 
problem in one dimension. The system is developed parametrically in 
a very general form. Thus, the user is able to dynamically configure 
the system into a form best suited for his immediate needs through 
the program parameters. The technique is not unlike that of adjusting 
and tuning a fine piece of complex mechanical equipment. It also 
inherits many of the disadvantages of such mechanical systems, primarily 
the difficulty of dynamically changing the program. More will be said 
on this and the requirements for man-machine systems for these types 
of computations in the concluding chapter.
The development of this system has taken place over the period 
of some three years. During this time, a number of preliminary computer 
programs and interactive graphical display systems have been written 
and developed. The work on this system originated at Los Alamos 
Scientific Laboratories in New Mexico. It then moved to the University 
of Utah and subsequently to Montana State University. Computer programs 
of the system are currently operational at Los Alamos and at Montana 
State University through remote graphics facilities in connection with 
the University of Utah.
Over this periiK. >- development, mar.;- ideas and techniques have 
been explored, cesteu, accepted and rejected. This is particularly 
true with respect to the physics and the subsequent numerical treat­
ment of interface conditions. As program parameters were tested and 
as comparative analyses were made with other systems and solutions, 
both analytical and empirical, different techniques and features were 
Incorporated. These changes are the results of several, years of 
experience an<-i formal educati in not only in the areas of pnyaics, 
mathematics and analysis, but also in .omputer science.
in chapter 2, the difference approximations to the partial 
differential equations are derived and tne complete system of solution 
is presented. The remaining chapters are used to give the details of 
the auxiliary calculations. ins volume and mass center calculations 
are given in chapter 3, and chapter 4 discusses, the time step selection 
procedure and the associate restrictions and control parameters.
Chapter 5 deals with the material properties and the calculational 
aspects of the various thermodynamic and opacity coefficients. Chapter 
6 discusses tha various ways of specifying and calculating the source 
terms, and chapter 7 is a summary of calculational results. Chapter 
8 c o n d u c e s  with soir.e comments on future research areas, particularly 
with respect to the man-machine systems alluded to above.
This chapter is concluded with definitions of the symbols and 





















fourth power of temperature
opacity






a radiation density constant
c velocity of light
1.4 Conversion Factors
1 atmosphere = 10 '^j/cm^ = 10 " kilobar 
1 j = 10 ergs
1 Kv temperature equivalent ■= 1.16049 X
SYSTEM OF SOLUTION 
FOR
HYDRODYNAMICS AND RADIATION DIFFUSION
A  set of difference equa t i o n s  and a system for their solution 
is developed for hydrodynamics and radiation diffusion. The momentum 
equation is d i ; f urenctd in « -.r*-il way assuming an average density 
at the interface in lieu of the standard area over mass technique.
Thus, an actual pressure gradient is computed between pressure points 
calculated at centers of mass.
From the beginning, the goal was to difference the energy equa­
tion in terms of the temperature to the fourth power. T h i s .approach 
was selected because it appeared to be the most- natural and least 
complicated in contrast with the more traditional differencing schemes 
in terms of the temperature or change in temperature. A fully parameter­
i z e d  system was developed in very general terms. This permits 
detailed studies into the effects of time differences, interpolation 
and extrapolation functions, smoothing functions and the like. In 
addition, an iterative procedure is employed to preserve the non­
linearities with respect to the energy derivatives, pressure and mean 
free path.
The complete set of difference equations. r.ogethet with boundary 
conditions are solved in a well defined sequence over an incremental 
unit of time- The solution is represented by temperatures, pressures 
and densities as functions in time and space.
2.
2.1 Partial Differential Equations
The mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations are solved 
together in a Lagrangian system where the motion of fixed mass points 
is followed in plane geometry. The substantial derivative forms of 
these equations in vector notation [lj are:
( 2 . 1) 
( 2 . 2 )
i £  = dt (7* u)
P = -p(V-u) - V-q + P (2.3)
where the viscous pressure and gravitational terms have not been 
included. The Rosseland radiation diffusion equation [2j ,
q - - ~  TV* (2.4)
is used for the flux term and the standard conduction term is omitted.
Equations (2.1) and (2.3) are combined to give a system of 
equations for hydrodynamics and radiation diffusion.
2.2 Hydrodynamic Difference Equations
Equation (2.5) is differenced to describe the. motion of interfaces 
defining the constant mass zones. Figure 1 illustrates the differencing 
scheme where the center of mass of a zone, denoted by the half index 
i+h, gives the position of the temperature, pressure and density. The 
interfaces delineate the mass zones and are referenced through the 
integral indices i and i+1. Note that these interfaces are fictitious 
interlaces arbitrarily constructed to obtain difference equations repre­
sentative of the actual differential equation given by equation (2.5). 
Real interfaces between material types are maintained and included 
within the difference scheme.
mi-h m i+lh
6i~h 6 i+% 61 +1*5
^i~h ^ i + ^  ^ i + 1 ^
P±-h pi+is pi + l ^
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The details of tnese calculations will be presented 
chapter 3.
Given the new volume, an average density
n+1 = '“l ^ s  
u i+ h  v n + l n+1
Vi+*S
and change in specific volume
Av'
Vn+1 - vn 
Vi + ^
1^2 m
are calculated for use within the diffusion equation.
The motion of the boundary interfaces is dependent 
pressure conditions of the form 
P “ p(t)»
where p(t) is given by a user supplied subroutine. Thus
position i = 0,
jnd space coordinates are calculated using equations
n+i$(2.8; ind (2.VJ. The change in volumes at the boundaries, &V- and
«, n+i3 - i i  L, . . _ - , n n+ls ,. \ are tnen I over the respective intervals (jcr , x. ) andN 0 0
fx?, , X? ) in order to obtain the work done by the boundary pressuresft N
upon the adj.:’;e. t / nea. These energy terms
( 2 . 16)
(2.17)
are simply lo the source terms of the first and last zone, res­
pectively .
2*3 Radiation i;iffusion Difference Equations
The integration of equation (2.6) over a homogeneous volume element 
and the app.l’-' -t. .i f the divergence theorem yields
de dv , acm •—  = -tup —  + —  dt * J t  3 aV$ ■ n dA + m (2.18)
In one dimension
12
The time advar. ement scheme is parameterized so that the range 
from explic gh £ully implicit differencing can be examined.
This generalized differencing permits a detailed analysis of the 
numerical processes including stability questions [3]. Also, direct 
compariS' u I..*:.ween the «.-:plicit, ituplicit and time-centered schemes 
can be madt dynamically with the same program on the same physical 
problem.
The finite difference form of equation (2.20) for a typical 
interior zone is:




+ ( 1_ a K ^ i + l
tit n -%
,n+^
h-tk| i+ij * 1-hi j j 
where the superscript: k denotes the iterative value, and
( 2 . 21)
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A$







Ae ( 2 . 22 )
k . \n+l k/, >n+l k-1 /, \n+l
-  -  “ l  •»> *  ( ! - » , )  H1 r-°  li+ ij 1
(2.23)
I Ae f +1 \ n+1 k-1 ' tc\ ~  0 , S >  + (1-Ui0)




fk 1.• n-t-1 a I 
'• P (2.26)
n+1
^ i + - i
.1 n+1 , . K 1 n+1
• +l. + (W  Pi+*5 (2.27)
. i — . in+1n+1 dC i ■ A . n+-j
“ i  ‘  F  “11
(2.28)
AS. = P LS(t). i+%  t . , ,14-k
(2.29)
* ■' f A 0The functions * , ), —  (0,p)> p(8,p) and the ratio ~—  are given inH AV A(p
section 5.1.
The mean £ r p a t h  .t a typical interior interface,
k-  n+1 k/ -  -' . "  ^ '■ J : j , P , t , P , j l  )i 4 1 i“^j i+=^  i— 1 x+^ 5
n+1 k-l_ .i
+ (l-w4) xj , (2.30)
is a weighted average reflective of the conditions near the interface, 
the details ui which are given in section 5.2. The source term consists 
of a spat d-d--pendent part, P ,, often referred to as the power factor,
and a time je.ideut part, £S(t). Both are discussed in section 2.5,
14
The weight;-, -  > 
L
... , w,, and uu^  are used as smoothing parameters
to dampen & < Lscontinuities introduced by linear interpolation
within ch.; jt State and Opacity tables. A typical value for
these weights . 3 -s, although it is to the user's advantage to use a 
value of mity it the tabular values are smooth-or if a continuous 
function ..a Me.:  ^ j .e.d in lieu of the tables. This will usually 
decrease '.I.*, nu ber of iterations required for convergence. On the 
other har. i iampening may be required at times in order to get
convergence at all.
The finite difference equations for the boundary zones are derived 
assuming that t-_ apo-rature boundary conditions used are of the form
at each of the boundaries, respectively, by making Jbe of the following 
first order approximations for $ at the boundaries in conjunction with
equation (2.31):
ct$ + 6 C2.31;
with
| a { +  | £ (2.32)




, chi it -S not exactly correct to speak of j, at the 
boundary foi - - . ...L ■ Lon is the same distance from the boundary as is 
the adjacei zone temperature, but in the opposite directiun. The 
technique is often referred to as the introduction of ’'fictitious mesh 
points" a’" , tii-- jour.dary. The scheme most nearly approximates the 
gradient, at ::h ' >urid :.:y as if there were an additional zone extending 
out fr. t b" ;• i-hose ’.emperature (flux) and pressure profiles
are those a:- equations (2.31) and (2.13). If 5 = 1, then the
boundary condi: n . said to apply exactly at the boundary.
The Ur.- i.i required to supply a subroutine to calculate a, E, 
and , at ;\r . boun ..ny. They are either constants or functions of 
time and/or thermod; variables of the boundary zones. Tor example,
if a •= 1, £ = 0, and = L;’(t)]^, then, the boundary condition will be 
a temperature profile. If : 1, then this profile is imposed directly 
upon the boundary interface. This type of boundary condition implies 
that the boundary . . is adjacent to a reservoir of heat that can supply 
or absorb energy to or from the boundary zone respectively, yet maintain 
a predetermined temperature regardless of what the boundary zone or any 
other zone in the problem does. This boundary condition is often used 
to facilitate coupling the results of another computer program to this 
program.
In the saute manner, if * 0, 3 = 1 and y = 0, then no energy will 
be allowed to < rcss the boundary- Thus, a perfect insulator at the 
boundary can be easily specified, or a symmetrical problem can be solved 
more - icni is by doing only half of it. In other situations, it is
desirable the flux or the rate cf energy Into the boundary
--zone. Thi ■ ■ ... 1 . ' .r._ by setting a ® 0, 3 « - t—  A and y = F(t) where 
F(t) is a tlux profil< The mean free path, A, at the boundaries is a 
funu11 m  oi ’ bout -r. temperature and/or boundary zone temperature, 
and the boundary zone density. Again, the details are deferred to 
section 5.2.
ejcpressions given by e q u a t i o n s  (2.33) and (2.34) are 
substituted int rquatior '2.20) to obtain a finite difference approxima­
tion to the QQcrg; equation tor each of the boundary zones. The Complete 
system of eqci 1 s, one for each zone temperature, forms the tri-diagonal
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k , n+1 
*S
.<. i<+i n+4-1 w
•; n+1 / a+1( x <n + 1 ) /& 
" N -S
(2.44)
2.4 Imp!. .t ?OA-ci- for Radiation Diffusion
Lu ... of the tri-diagonal system represented by equations
(2.36), (2.37), and (2.38) is an adaptation of the Gaussian elimination 
scheme tot' diagonally dominant systems [3]. Note that when a=0, that 
the t's can be obtained directly, but this fact is not exploited, and 
the following scheme is a generalization for all values of a.
Form the terms
Xl  =
, ; . ;n-Kj , .  1 -1n+1 ■ n+1
O: +  m. ~ : -  cry 




, X j (2.46)
k / , in+^ s 
z - < mj + <l-o).L . -i ( o ^ r  + '  x o
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2.5 Time nr. ■, ^..adure
. . ' .1 t Lov; chart which illustrates the order
in wh i .....  . ivdiodyciazaic and radiation diffusion calculations
are don< - i -'ue step. Sote that the hydrodynamic calculations
are done and - b^sed upon the pressures from the previous time
step. . . . .  l. . i n  Lalculations are then dona using the 
new voj.u..it 1 . iiigt; in position and length of the res­
pective raa ■ i -J
Figure 3

are then :h zone in the normal manner without any
smoother. ■ . ' ikeyise, at the interfaces
All m i l  ial > allies, except the source terms, are now available to 
start the iter^tiv^ process for radiation diffusion. The calculation 
for the source terras id complicated since there are four ways of 
introducing energy into the problem. Two have been discussed, the 
imposition of boundary temperature (flux) and pressure profiles. Note 
thac the boundary temperature or flux profiles do not directly result 
in a source term calculation. In this case, the energy transfer is 
implicitly in luded in the energy equation. However, the net flow of 
energy across the boundaries due to the imposition of temperature and/or 




0 n+1 \  . i
(
for i=l, ..., N - l , and (2.58)
0 (n+l 0 m+1(' (2.59)
given - speciiied epsilon. Since convergence is not guaranteed,
there Is an ippei 1 unit upon the number of so called temperature itera­
tions . Twe ; «: nominal maximum number of iterations, but the number 
may be altered by the user to fit his problem. In particular, the limit 
may be se ; reducing the calculations to a non-iterative pro­
cedure. The user may also reduce the time step size if the number of 
iterations per time ~tep becomes excessive or if the temperatures do 
not converge belc the specified epsilon of convergence. In addition 
to the tin:c. step size restriction parameters, several of the other 
averaging, smoothing and extrapolating parameters discu.^ud a'.iove affect 
the rote or 1.0a . .srgenee and the number of iterations required for conver­
gence. The ability to change these parameters dynamically make it pos­
sible to give the user the answers he desires in a most optimum way.
It very often provides the only means of getting past a particularly 
difficult p a n  o£ the problem. It also provides the means of getting 
over parti.-larly stable portions without excessive computer time. Thus,
The la r. step 1;. the time advancement scheme is the updating of 
the eners . ' . terms are calculated and displayed as a means
of keeping ; . - .:k . energy conservation. Thus, the following total and 
partial ouias -ite maintained:
IEnTl = , I ^  I , (2.63)
K E n+1 - ‘-2. .,a : V; -t- x * f  ,  j  ,  ( 2 . 64 )-t-i
r-T-n+1 -n + i; . n+'-j . , r n+^ , n+4 . n+%SE = , , . s 14 + JPg + a s P_m + ASq + AS', • (2.6o)
n i ; ' " 0 K
For entt' servation, it should be the case at ail times that
IEn+1 + KEn+1 - SEn+1 . (2.66)
This will never be the case, however. Just due to normal truncation 
and roundoff errors within the computer, these suras a: . predestine1 to 
not add up correctly. It is the relative difference which is import­
ant for the user to monitor. He can effect control over this difference 
primarily through the convergence parameter and the time step restriction 
factors as given in c h a p t e r  4. The energy conservation and computer 
time are very real trade-offs. It has been my experience that tight 
energy conservation will not always give significantly different results. 
It seems tc be important only at certain times within the problem. Many 
of these ait. known a priori with respect to, say, the characteristics of 
the users energy-time profile imposed upon a boundary or a set of zones. 
In the main however, the user will only tighten-up certain parameters as 
the need arises.
the amount of ener; i.onverted and its rate of conversion into or from 
kinetic ent^; • ihls energy appears as shocks or shock waves and their 
charactfc-:i .J . peaks can be dynamically displayed upon a CRT
terminal. Illt- user a able to monitor the motion, distribution
and effects of shocks in direct relation with concurrent displays
of temperature and Jenslty texms. Of special Interest are the changes 
in volume at the problem boundaries. It is here that external forces> 
in the form o t boundary pressures, pump kinetic energy into or out of 
the problem. In addition, the motion of zone boundaries requires that 
new zone mas.*-: centers must be calculated from which finite difference 
terms can be formed to describe the transport of energy from one zone 
to the next by the diffusion of radiation.
The purpose of this chapter is to give the computational details 
used for determining the volume and mass centers for each ✓.• •• i_'
let me poin the center of mass we wish to determine is not
(in general' equivalent to the center of gravity. Instead, it is the 
point '_.n ... - . ':! cr divides the zone in half with respect to its 
volume and onsequentl\ its mass since it is assumed to have a uniform 
density. or.dly, noire that equations (2.7) and (5.36) require such a
division
Unfortanati ; . time has not allowed an exact division for the 
case in which t •^dll changes linearly with respect to space. Instead, 
the cental * ,: : vas calculated as an approximation for the center 
of these sec*i< rs . 1 refer to such sections as truncated frustrums or 
trapezoids of revolution.
The user must provide a description of the container. This is 
done independently of the initial spatial description of the material 
within in the form or a space profile of radii and spacs pairs 
(r , x J , j r 1, 2, ..., J-l, (3.1)
j Pj 
such that
x ^ x , (3.2)p . p . ,  i j+i
and r • 0. (3-3)
PJ
The volume of a zone delimited by interfaces at x? and x11 , at some' x i+l
time t = tn is chen given by
Vn . = V  Vn Cl
k~j , ».
with
17^  — _r ' ■ ^ C \
\  -  * \  ' <•>•»
Axn -  x -  , 
j  P j  i
27
(3.6)
, - nA£, = x - \ 








1.3 1 • . ‘ + rVr + ( r  ) ‘~ i t  t  / r ,
L L i Pj pj J Pj-i Pj
(3,9)
(r ) “ i £ r
% - I pk-l
1 =
Pk-1 pk Pl- Pk~l Pk
(3.10)
for k = j + 1 ,  £-1 and
S. =
(r if rP. •1
I
1/3
P i - 1  Pj
2(r J +■ r r + (r ) " if r 4
- * 4 -1 p e - l  pa pi> ! P£ - l  P£
(3.11)
where
x £ x , < x , x <■ x,,, i x
P*_i 1 P., P^_i 1+1 P<j-1
(3.12)
for some j and J>, 1 j i I J .
In the special (and nos often encountered) case for which









n , n r. = (.s. - x i i p . < .
P •
(t - r j
Pj  P1 - l  .+ r . > P-! 1
P 4 1j - 1
(3.16)
If th £* •» (i Lf :i«.tie-.ia given above in equations (3.12) or (3.13) cannot
be satisfies -e1 .use pa:t or all of the zone lies outside of the pipe
profile, chen the formula above is used equally well tc extrapolate for
the interface racii. In these cases, either equation (3.4) or (3.14)
apply depending upon whether more than one (the last) pipe section is
involved. Care must be taken to insure chat i.'5? > 0 for all i = 1, , . . , N.1
The zone center is then given by
i+ !.
Zn rn 





\  = ^





■ r + 2 (r ) i
Pk-1 Pk pk J n — - ----  + x
n if r




! V * ? , ,  -  > i f  t
D  I i + I  P J - l  P » - l
- r
r + (r )2
A P£-l P *. P£ J
(3.20)
12 V1} £
+ if r r
PA -1  PA




n n nx .) it r. = ri+1 ’
, n , 2 _ xi n , / n \ 2 r.) + 2 r . r... + 3(r.,-). l  i  i + I  l + l  _
12 V" i+*4
if restriction (3.13) applies.
The area oi a typical interface is simply
»n / n v2A. - , U L> .
(3.21)
, n n , n+ x . if r. f r ..n , i  i  i + l
(3.22)
3.2 Cylindrical and Spherical Geometry
The calculations for cylindrical and spherical geometry are much 
simpler chan chat ior plane geometry for there is no analog to the flexible
cross section allowed t-htrein.
For cylindrical geometry
A i = 2i,*i h 5 (3.23)
Vn . = " < /' r ; - / ::i' Zi+*s ; ’-4J- 1
and




I ♦ * V  I r «.2S)
- *- - J
where h is eight of the cylinder as supplied by the user.
For spherK i. g.;.^eiry 
A“ = 4r f :<n )2 . (3.26)j 1
' ( 3 - 27)
x“ - -i H (x° ,l3 - C*°>3] s 1/3 . (3.28)1+^ ; . i+1  1 |
3.3 Change in . lunie at the Boundaries
As required in s (2.16) and (2.17), the change; in volume
at each boundary is laced in a manner not unlike that given above.
Since the bound a iv v..:ame element is regarded as a change in volume,
the sense or sign of the change is important. Note that the volume at
boundary l = 0 must be calculated over the interval from to x q+ ^ •
If Xq ‘ x,., then the interval is thought of as having a negative
n_j4<
length in ord to determine the correct sign of AV^ . The same care 
and consideration is ^iven to the other boundary. Note that if
* 0 an: r .V“‘ 0, then work is done on the system.

If at any tx u’.. ^ the iterative solution it is found that
k. n+k n * *At * l :>u an'or message is displayed and the program is
c. '
put inti, i- - i- a. The user is then expected to initiate a cor­
rective procedure vhich will enable the program to continue in. a stable 
condition.
Hit rre. : i -<_• \ ■.< ‘.ujure may be nothing more than reducing the time 
step .iiiit dl : • - : - c. irec t Lv through the parameter C- and thenr j a r  ^ac
back.ing-up and ■ i irring the current time step. It can, however, involve 
a detaiL.-d . . .. 1 \ i the conditions of the offending zone or zones in
order to urn' -d the • e^hanisms creating the instability. More precise
solutions may then b« direcced at the particularly sensitive variables 
involved.




H ^  max i -  - i i af ac l n
i-Hj
This is a restriction on the fractional change in the length of a 
zone, with 0 H 1. Its primary purpose is to minimize the discon­
tinuity in the distance between zones and the volumes of each zone from 
one time step to the next. It also prevents a complete collapse of a 
zone, and, in particular, the inversion or crossing of adjacent inter­
faces. In addition, this restriction eliminates most of the problem of 
mismatched a:ol ;iect to their mass ratios. The problem arises
during a given time step when a massive zone crushes and collapses a 
much less massive zone before the latter is able to build up a resisting
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pressure. t lifficulty with adjacent zones of widely differing
masses ccv .l . . everage opacity is calculated at the interface
between the z n fh-is problem is discussed in detail in chapter 5.
A time sttp icrement satisfying the restriction given by (4.A)
can be explicit: Ly c simulated once the acceleration terms are known 
since
n+1 n »-l n-*-l 
AxJ1Js -
*“  A  . . Al-t-i ;
' _ ’.,1
"i+1 i “
,-n :-n n+b (Atn+^  + At11 S) .
+ (xi+l " V  At ------- 2-------  (4'5)
using equations (2.8) and (2.9). Thus, a maximum value of tn needs 
to be found such that
|a^(Atn S) + b. At° 2, s: c^ , (4.6)
where
• i * '-a i - :V i  >• « • »
, / • n - J2 .n-% tb, = a.At -t- (x. - x.,. ), (4.8)i i i i+1 
Ci = H fa. * * 1 +  ’ 
for i = 0, 1, ..., N-L. A solution, At of the system represented by 
(4.6.) is in general a quadratic root depending upon the values of the 
coefficients a , b. and c.. Since c. > 0, it is possible to show that i l l  i
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•• if a. = b.=01  x
I .../lb.! if a, = O s b.fOi . l i
5 i, a.>G, b ^ 0
-b .+(bTt4a.c ) ; .
I 7  ---  if a.-O, b. <0, bj-4a . c . <02a. 1 1 1 1 1
x j  ■ 1 ! 2
j a .<0 , b.>0, bZ+4a.c,^0 (4.10) b i \ i i i a. i
a -0, b . :0, bT-4a.c,^0 i  ' i  i i  i
, - >* i  i if ( a. 0, b > 0 ,  bT+4a.c,<0 i i i  i  l i
la. 0, b.iO l  i
r + 9P i
-  ' f J +^ 2
.. . • 1 change the importance of this restriction
thxougl . . ' , rezoning if necessary when the restriction
is too gcej.. • :d it .lie zone.
4. J Tetupe r.icu: .• -han^ii Restriction
n+^i _ nin J ^i+^ ' Jp I n-% , . ...- r- , Ti--,. -• ’S— I— ---- — f At 2 . (4.11)
This restriction.. not unlike the others, is added to reduce the 
truncation t f u i  and give better resolution and accuracy when desired.
Usually, 0 T- £ 1, and the parameter 8 is a reference or basefac P
temperature above which the restriction is to be applied. Both parameters 
may be set dynamically by the user to best suit his requirements at any 
time throughout the solution of his problem.
Specif i’..‘.L i;1, an economic trade-off with computer time consumption 
p«: unit of problem time can be made at those points when the temperature 
an : p: est-u. u a J ijuts aie such that a first order approximation remains
va- id a . . icger time interval- Note that the three time step
res cri . -o, i d  ■ . ;i.~. up to this point will automatically increase or 
de'_ * .. increment depending upon current conditions
The user, however, has control over the degree





heat of tin. 
is ign-1 r d .
(4,12)
. ratute change occurs irrespective of the specific
. , tneti the temperature change restriction on that zone
4-4 Doubling Restriction
n+-> n-Mj r.-i2
.L S - t  -  2 -t (4.13)
This arbit restriction prevents the time step size from becoming 
too large t io t iat If the next time step is quite large with respect 
to tlie previous one, corresponding changes in the derivatives, pressure, 
opacity, etc., i. be too large to calculate accurately even in light of 
the iterat:ve scheme. A rapidly, varying time step from one time step to 
m o t h e r  can adversely effect the hydrodynamics' through equation (2.8). 
Nott: that there is no restriction upon how small a time step can become 
eve:. h respect to the previous time step size.
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, ■’j n ,,At £ At -  t - t . (4.14)p prfe . v x h ;
At user specified intervals, the program prints out the current 
space coordinates, temperatures, pressures, - e t c s o  that a permanent 
record of the problem solution may be retained for further study at a 
later time. The. program also- makes a hard copy of the image on the 
display and writes out onto 3 use: file, the current state of the program 
so that it may be restarted at that time if so desired at some later 
time. This dump feature allows the. user to run a problem at several 
sittings, restarting at or near the point in time at which he stopped 
previously. It also facilitates his going back in time and trying a 
different solution path by changing one or more program parameters or 
variables.
The specific print-plot-dump times-are given during the input 
phase of the program .in the form of a print profile. The profile con-
4.5 Print Restriction
prt t + tn£t (4.15)
is determined by the j and the m for which




if there is a next value t Also, if
t £ t + mAt , pIt.+1 prt. p... (4.18)
then tprt is set to t_.„^ , and the index i is advanced by one.PLtj+l 7
The print profile is used to obtain prlnt^-outs over certain intervals 
of interest at "nice" values of time, usually factors of two and five.
Both the profile and the next scheduled print time may be altered dynam­
ically .
Since the print times will normally interrupt the running sequence 
with a short time .step, the. program attempts to restore the time step 
size for the next time advancement to the level at-which it had been
running. Specifically, the temperature change' and1 doubling restrictions
n—Ih n-%will use At as a guide in lieu of At . The other restriction
criterion are used as stated after a print cycle.
4.6 Maximum Restriction
Once in a while it is convenient to set a limit on the size of the 
time step. It is particularly helpful when the user- is attempting to 
follow a phenomenon which is not. being controlled automatically by any 
of the other time step limiting procedures.
reset to infinity for the next time step. There is an automatic back-up 
scheme which may occur if the temperatures don't converge. When this
tions for that time step are restarted. An overall maximum Atffl may be set
and remains as set until reset.
(4.19)
A one time only maximum may be set through Atg . It is automatically
T1 [' 1back-up occurs. At is set to one half the value of At 2 and the calcula-s
n-H-5 tNote that while At* ' may be altered directly by user, it is not
neffective unless he also schedules a back-up since At is recomputed 
at the beginning of the next time step. The back-up procedure does not 
restart the time step calculations, at the beginning of the advancement 
procedure as illustrated in Figure 3, but instead1, restarts with the 
selection of the time step size. The accelerations and previously 
discussed time step size restrictions remain, valid during a back-up.
4.7 Hold Time Restriction
. n+1 . n+^ n ,, „ „.At <; Lt ~ t - t (4.20)w w
It is often useful to set a time t at which the user wishes to putw v
the program ir. a hold or wait condition. This, feature insures that he
will be able to put into effect changes at certain specified problem
times crucial to the overall problem solution, 
nIf t < t‘ , then the restriction does not’hold and the program
automatically sets At to the machine relative, infinity.w
4.8 Time Step Size Selection
5.
MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Equation of state and opacity data must- be;-provided for each speci­
fied material. These data are available in tabular form on a mass storage 
device and are automatically read into the program when called for by . 
name during the input phase. The user may also include his own special 
purpose tables or routines. Sometimes the material properties can be 
calculated from a set of parameterized, equations. This may be the case 
when a problem is run for which there is an analytical solution to check 
with.
This chapter will limit its discussion to the standard material 
property tables and the procedures which are used' to calculate the 
required thermodynamic quantities.
5.1 Equation of State
The gaseous equation of state tables are organized'by density and 
temperature within each material type. For. each1 tabular density in the 
form lnv\ , there is a sequence of temperature, internal energy and pro­
portionality triplets, (0, e , b'). , such that:
8 ]
Inv. < lnv„ < ... < l n v T , (5.2)
with J, K > 1. Note that there is no requirement that the tables be the
any j , k within the table. A typical maximum table size would be J => 20
and K = 30.
< . . .  < 0j ,k 5 (5.3)
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The material internal energy, s. , includes the kinetic energy of the 
free particles; the dissociation, ionization, and excitation energy; but 
not the radiation energy given by
- a<j>v. (5.4)
The equation of state tables are generated, by other computer programs
[4], and there are many, tables in existence for the common elements, 
compounds and mixtures.
Given some temperature and density, (9,p), the energy derivatives 
and proportionality constant are approximated from these tables through 
the folloxving interpolation formulae:
A n  (9 = l n v , ~





+ S3 »k+1 + 4a0^v
j > k+1 j,k
(5.5)
Inv - I n v , _________ 1
j + 1
+ bj,k+l bj >k 
^j ,k+1 9j,k
I n v . 1
+ ad
lbj +1,1+1 bj+l,.£
' 0j  + 1 ,  £+1
h 1 — h T pl,k+i Dj,k
0j,k+l Qj ,k
(5.6)
Inv - I n v .




j ,k+l 9J , k
(5.8)
assuming that
lnv, £ lnv <: lnv, , with 1. ^  i < J, j j-rl (5.10)
< 0 <; 0j , k+1 with I s  k < K» (5.H)
<: 0 <; 9
j + l . i + l
with 1 < I < K. (5.12)
If one or more of the. above conditions given by (5.10), (5.11) and
are used as extrapolation formulae. The evils of this extrapolation 
scheme have shown up often upon the. graphics- scope, in the form of non­
convergence and discontinuity in successive values. It is hoped that 
through the graphics monitor, a new extrapolation scheme or limits upon 
the existing scheme can be. established which will aid the user in bring1 
ing his problem up to those temperatures and' densities which are within 
the bounds of the tables. The user must often- compromise with storage 
limitations and put in tables which, cover only a particular area of
interest with respect to temperature and density.
9 £Equation (5.5) gives an approximation for , the' specific heat.1 OO ,
The tables are constructed for linear interpolation' on 0; therefore, 
equation (5.5) in terms of. <p is unsatisfactory for an approximation to
(5.12) do not hold, then equations (5.5), (.5.6), (5.7)» (5.8) and (5»9)
~  , An acceptable scheme makes use of the- relationd ip

A3
= e -  (e -  e . +1 J  f ^ a+1
?j+l 8j+l,£ J ’ 9j + l , Jl+l
(5.21)
j + l . A
The two forms give different results and the former was chosen only 
because it proved to be cheaper.
The total pressure is the sum of the gas pressure given by equation
(5.1), the radiation pressure,
P r = (5.22)
and the pseudo-viscous pressure, q, which' is an artificial aid used to 
fit the shock in a smooth manner over several zones [3]. Two forms of 
pseudo-viscous pressure are provided, the choice of which is an option 
provided to the user. The form linear in the velocity gradient is
k n+1 j 
q i - ^  = <
f n+1 k-1 n+1 
Usi+%n l pi+^
n+1
n+^ -n+% (X i 
Xi+1 “ X i I n+1 
Ci+1
\
and the quadratic form is
for Av’n+%i+% < 0 ,
(5.23)
f o r  A v £ j  * 0 ,
k n+1
kqi+%
- / n + 1 \a -








 ^x i+l -
for  Avi S  < °*
for Av1+Js ;> 0,
(5.24)
Both n^ and may be altered by the user at any time through the keyboard 
and are initially set at 0.8 and 1.0 respectively. The parameter a=0,l,2 
for plane, cylindrical and spherical geometry respectively. The sonic
velocity is given by
k-1 n+1 , , „ u = 4 / 3
s i+ig
k-1 n+1 n+1 h
Pii+% i+ k
(5.25)
Note that the sonic velocity is a function of the total pressure and 
is, therefore, one iteration behind, In summary, the total pressure 
is given by the sum
5.2 Mean Free Path
Corresponding to a conductivity coefficient in thermal diffusion
for use in the radiation diffusion term of equation (2.6). The mean 
free path, A, is a function of both temperature and density as were 
the preceding energy and pressure terms. It is calculated using the 
relation
where <, the opacity, is typically calculated through the interpolation 
of tables given in terms of density and temperature. The scheme is 
further complicated due to the. requirement that we must obtain a value 
for X at the interface while the temperature and density values are 
available only at the zone mid-points. Marly' schemes have been tried 
and tested [5, 6] in a number of similar"computer programs.
The scheme implemented here expands upon ideas developed in the 
FF program [5]. The central, idea is to try to get a better estimate 
of local conditions at the interface and then calculate a mean free 
path based upon these conditions.
Of prime importance was an interface temperature since the density 
changes from one time step to the next tend to'be overshadowed by much 




less sensitive function of density. Thus, density-effects were s o m e -
radiation transport is concerned)-..- This assumption is val i d  only i f  <J> 
represents the. whole zone. The temperature p o i n t  is, therefore, l o c a t e d  
at the mass center rather than the. spatial cental of the zone. T h i s  
also agrees with the hydrodynamic- differencing as explained in s e c t i o n
2.2 and given by equation (2,7). -
The radiation energy in the -volume between'mass' centers about a 
typical interface is simply
This temperature is exact. Its position is'.unknown though a n d  one 
can only say that it is the best, estimate which can be obtained in the 
neighborhood of interface. In the end:, its'position is unimportant.
what ignored with emphasis upon arriving at a suitable interface
temperature.
Note that the radiation energy- equation 
4E = a6 V <5 . 28 )r
implies that <f» = 0^ is a measure of the energy in a zone (as far as
Er ,l
( 5 . 29 )
Also,
JE = a (<j> V) . r . l ( 5 . 30 )i
thus,
( 5 . 31 )
What is important is that it provides a means of obtaining the c o rrect 
flux across the interface agreeing with empirical and a n a l y t i c a l  results.
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Given the interface temperature, an opacity is calculated for each
zone in the neighborhood of the interface which is reflective of the
respective material type, temperature and density. These values are
referred to as k"I" and k . where 1  x
+




The calculational details of the opacity functions are given in the 
next section.
Note that the opacity is a measure of the average pross sectional 
area as seen by a photon. Its units of measure are area per gram of 
material. The total opacity is, therefore, k i d ,  where m is the mass 
of the material which has opacity k . Thus in our case
and since
^ i  <m
+
K . m . , +  K mi -i _K, 4i i+^ (5.34)
(5.35)
then
A .  =  i
V. ! + V _
: .m , +  K^in 
i  ±-h i
(5.36)
Since each zone is assumed to be homogeneous in density, the mass
center is also the volume center. Thus, the volume between x. , and
x. is simply . , . This fact is also used in equation (2.7).
1 1~>2
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An average flux is then given by
/
f . = - - r  a .i 3 i x .
\
i + !5 Xi -h I
( 5 . 37 )
The spatial position of this flux level is not fixed and is not known.
It becomes important only when the radii varies between x. t and x ^  .
i-*-5 i + ^
This flux value is also valid for but a short time. Thus care and 
consideration must be given to the proper selection of A, the area, 
and At, the time step size, which are used to give
AO. = F.A.At, i  i i (5.38)
the net amount of energy transported from one zone to the next by 
radiation. In this case, the area used is the actual area at x . .
It will in general, vary as does x^, and the details of its calcula­
tion and thosa of the zone volumes are given in chapter 3. The time 
step size, At, depends upon several constraints as have been discussed 
in chapter 4. Not only is it used to control the truncation error in
~  and consequently ~  , but it is also used to. limit the time for ot ot
which a calculated flux value must be used. Note from equation (2.21), 
that depending upon the value for a, the new and old flux levels are 
averaged over thg time step.
The mean free path at the boundaries is calculated in much the 
same manner as any other zone. First a boundary interface temperature 
is found upon which an opacity is calculated. In reference to equation
(2.31), this boundary temperature is
(5.39)
e lse
♦o • %  1£ S0 "  0 <5 - « »
Then,
k = (er , Di ), and (5.41)0 0 i
v,
A = —  (5.42)
0 0
Similarly at t; e ocher boundary,
»N • h - k  «  es * 0 ■ « • « >
♦s - * * £  + « -  V  V < s  i f  ■ 0 • O M )N
■ ‘ V  “ n V  • ( 5 - 45)
and
a n  -
N
In the case for which the problem is actually within a pipe, it 
is necessary to consider the effective reduction in the average mean 
free path due to the reflection, absorption and re-emission of radiant 
energy upon the pipe walls. A simple harmonic average of the material
and geometric mean free paths is used with a small, correction term [7].
l..
+ A . + o . 14 —  ■ (5.47)
X X  A +  Xm g m g
Here, the geometric mean free path
A = d. 
8
(5.49)
the diameter cf the pipe at the interface in question and A is the 
so called material mean free path as calculated above in equations
(5.36), (5.42) a n d  (5.46).
5.3 Opacity
The opacity tables sre of the same form as the equation of state
tables. For each tabular density in the form Inv., there is a sequence
J
of temperature and opacity pairs, (InQ, lnx). , such that
j
l n 6 , . < InG . < J »1 J >2 < inf
(5.50)
(5.51)
with J, K > 1. These tables are also generated by'other programs [8], 
and a great number are available corresponding to the equation of state 
tables.
The opacity table is interpolated for lnx from which the mean free 




InK . , j+1
ln0 - I n S . 1
-----------------------— — -------------------~  /  1 T") L--
I n O . - I n 8 ' j,k+ij,k+l J »k JJ
I n 6 - ln6.
l i K . y  + lnK,_k (5.53)
1 n k
'j+1 ln0j+l,£+l " ln6j ^ (lnKj+l,A+l lnlCj + l , P  + lnKj+l,£(5-54)
assuming that
I n v . £ Inv £ I n v .,..
J J+1 (5.55)
ln8 <Mn0 £ InG. , ,, with 1 £ k < K,j,k 2 •k+1
ln0.,. „ £ ln0 £ ln9.., .,, with 1 £ I < K= j + 1 , X. j+!,£+!
(5.56)
(5.57)
As was the case with the equation of state tables, the equations are 
also used as extrapolation foimulae if the density and temperature 
values are outside of the table limits. This does cause some undesir­
able problems especially in the low temperature regions *
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^ c h  J ^ 20. The source energy for each zone is then given by
If the time step size is so large as to extend over parts of 
more than one table interval, then the source integration is done 
piece-wise in order that the problem will reflect the correct total 
energy at all tiir.es. If
then the table is simple extrapolated in a linear fashion using the 
last two entries. This of course implies that the table must have a 
minimum of two entries. Note that the table need not even be piece­
wise continuous and that multiple entries may be given for the same 






( 6 . 6 )tj-1
then
j +1 ) (6.7)
Care should be taken to insure that ^ %j
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6.2 Temperatur'a-IiiuS Profile
The straff, ture of a temperature profile is not unlike that which
has been given for an energy profile. It is a profile of temperature
time pairs of the form (0,, t.) specified in the same manner as is
:  1
the energy profile. The purpose of this profile is to impose a temp­
erature over a set of zones within the problem. These zones thus 
act much like a time dependent heat reservoir, be it a sink or a 
source. The imposition of the profile over a specific set of zones
is dona through the power factors. If P “ 1, then this is used
i+ij
as a flag to indicate that the temperature of this zone is determined
by the profile. Likewise, if P. = 0, then the temperature of this
r i ^
zone is not dependent directly upon the profile.
Rather than simply "overloading"- the specified zones with the 
temperature as given by the profile, it is desirable to calculate the 
source term necessary to give this temperature for each T'one in ques­
tion. It is then possible for the user to monitor the amount of 
energy being "dumped'' into (or out of) the. problem. He is also able 
to monitor the overall problem energy balance.
The first step toward calculating this source term is to inter­
polate the profile for the current temperature:
s ^-1+1 e ,
V i t .j
( t n + l t .J (6,3)
where
n+lt . £ t st.,., . J j+1 (6.9)
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Then, the extrapolation procedure depicted in figure 3 and given by 
equation (2.v-5i) is modified as follows:
( * n-T-k
1 v kt~ T - "  Qn a ) +  i f  Pf = 0,
0 A t 11- 1+iS ^  ^  f i+ %
Bi+ k  =  \
i f  P, * 0.
'Uk
(6 . 10)
After obtaining an estimate of the zone temperatures as indicated 
ab-M/e, the temperature dependent terms are updated as indicated by 
equations (2.54), (2.55), (2.56), (2.57), (2,58) and (2.59). The
source TL~^~>2 -term 'AS.^ is then calculated (and recalculated for each iter-
ation) through equations (2.36), (2.37) and (2.38) by replacing each
k0nL 1 by tp = 0 f if P . ^ 0. Note also, that source terms are cal-
1 ^  ti-'i ■
culated only for those zones for which P. ^ 0. In actual practice,
i+h k n - 
P. is used as a multiplicative factor when solving for from
j- +%
each equation.
n*t“lIf t > t_, then equation (6.8) is used as an extrapolation
formula.
[5], was used to do some of the same calculations. A three way coropari 
son was then made with the analytical solutions.
The program developed from the method given in this paper is 
referred to as HYRADl. It has been programmed to run or. the PDP-10 
computer at the University of Utah via the remote terminal at Montana 
State University and also on both the CBC-6600 and CDC-760C computers 
at Los Alamos. The 6600 and 7600 versions are identical, being FORTRAN 
programs, but are restri' i^ ed at this time to plane geometry problems 
only.
7.1 Radiation Diffusion Calculations
A series of calculations is presented here which was used to 
validate the radiation diffusion calculations and to illustrate the 
effect and worth of several program parameters. A complete description 
of the problem, often referred co as the Marshak Wave Problem, may be 
found in [9j. The basic elements are as follows:
1. Constant specific heat, ~  .d y
2. No energy in the radiation field.
3. Constant density, p.
ot -  64. An opacity = r: p 6
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In addition, a unit cross sectional area was assumed. Several 
values for 3 ware tried in addition to varying length sones, etc. 
Corresponding to the tables published in [9], the space and tempera­
ture values were normalized as follows:
The calculations could then be checked at any time for which there was
a x j which gave rise to a . that appeared in the published tables.I'T'i 1+^ 2
This was not difficult since tabular values were given in increments
t  = 0. No interpolation was necessary nor desired.
The purpose of these calculations is to follow the diffusion of 
a radiation wave driven by a constant boundary temperature. Its 
progress is then checked at various times with respect to its position 
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diffferent times as a temperature profile. In these display console 
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Figure 9
OMC»A<t> .9 0 0
O M C tA 'S ) .9 0 0
OHC*A <4) .9 0 0
Note that a constant density prohibits any hydrodynamic activity
and that this problem is purely a radiation diffusion calculation. The
first series of problems was done with 6 = 0  and the zone width Ax^ -
.2 cm. Thus, A = —— = .1 cm, only half the zone width. The initial
0
temperature distribution, 0^ = 10 is sufficiently close to zero
i + 2
4 -24and is very near the calculational limit of the PDP-10 for <J> = 0 10 
and |f- -■ 0.2 ^  = 0.274442.d U 3
Table 1 below gives the exact solution and corresponding values
3for t as calculated by HY F ' ^1 and F at common values of £ for t - 36 sh. 
The tabular entries are rounded to five d i g i t s , and it is important to 
point out that even in double precision, some significance in the fifth 
digit is the most > ' can expect on the PDP-10 computer. For HYRADl,
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t HYRADl F3
.05 .98803 .98803 .98803
.15 .96273 .96272 .96272
.25 .93538 .93537 .93537
.35 .90563 .90562 .90562
.45 .87304 .87303 .87303
.55 .83699 ,83697 .83697
.65 .79661 .79658 .79658
.75 .75061 .75056 .75056
.85 .69692 .69685 .69685
.95 .63187 .63177 .63177
1.05 .54763 .54754 .54755
1.15 .42047 .42008 .42009
1.25 0 .00638 .00637
S.E. (j) 1.5490 1.5489 1.5504
I.E.(j) 1.5490 ■ 1.5489 1.5485
# time steps 2316 2327
avg. # iterations 6.1 1
calculation time (min)
@ 49 sh 7600 1 .4
PDP-10 64
Table 1: . HYRADl and Calculations As Compared 
With I'he Analytical Solution For tc = 10.
The next three sets of tables and figures illustrate the difference 
caused by variations in a, v, Tfac and € as calculated by HYRAbl. In 
table 2 and figure 11 the only changes in t occur between o “ h and
a = 1 for € = 10 ^ and = .10. For a = 0, the calculations go
• • _2 1 unstable after 6 shakes when At > 1.5 x 10 . The results at h shakes
are impressive though, being much better than those for a -  The
severe time step size restriction for this parameter value is less
than desirable and no further calculations were tried a;t this time
with 0 = 0 .  The effect of the extrapolation parameter v is to reduce
the number of iterations required for each time step advancement. Foi’
this and most problems it is most effective at unity. For some problems,
adjusting \> can reduce the number of iterations by as much afe a third.
R u n n i n g  times as given for the PDP-10 are approximate and vary several
Table 2: Variations in the Time Differencing and 










F i g .  11: V a r i a t i o n s  i n  t h e  t i m e  d i f f e r e n c i n g  a n d  e x t r a p o l a t i n g  p a r a m e t e r s
o '  a n d  -J a t  36 s h .
Table 3 and figure 12 show the relative insensitivity of results
upon the time step size restriction factor T^a' for a a 1, v “ 1 and 
€ = 10 This also holds true for a = h.. Note, however, that it 
does dramatically affect the calculation time directly by limiting the 
time step size.


































Table 3: Variations in the Temperature Restriction 
Factor j T„ , at t *• 49 sh.
. 2 5  . 5 0  £ . 7 5  1. 00 1 , 2  5
12: V a r i a t i o n s  i n  t h e  t e m p e r a t u r e  c h a n g e  r e s t r i c t i o n  f a c t o r ,  T a t  36 s h .fac
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1 ble 4 and figure 13 illustrates the significance of the conver­
gence parameter with a = 1, v = 1 and l£aca 0.1, For values of € les
~4than or equal to 10 , the results are unaffected. This is expected 
sirice 4-5 digits of significance is all that can be obtained on the 
PDP-10. What is impressive Is the reasonably good results for € = 10 
Take note also of the variance in the average number of iterations 
time step and its effect upon the calculational time.
€ I.E. S.E. Number of Average PDP-10
(j) (j) Time Step^ Number of Compute
Iterations Time (Mi;
10-7 1.806998 1.806998 2662 8.8 90
10~6 1.806998 1.806998 2662 7.4 80
IQ-5 1.8Q6998 1.806999 2661 6.1 70
10~4 1.806997 1.806999 2661 4.8 58
10“3 1.806966 1.807028 2661 3.2 39
10-2 1.806708 1.807243 2662 1.8 28
10_1 1.806070 1.807762 2671 1.0 23
actual 1.807152 1.807152
Table 4 : Variations in the iConvergence Parameter, € , at t « 49
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Pi g i . • Lti<inv< ■ ’m * . .. n • i . m*>t« r ,  ., at I " - K
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Several other calculations were done with other values of 0.
Table 5 gives the results for a calculation at 36 sh. done with 8 = 3 .
For this case, C = -A- = .156825, X = a = h, \> = 1, € = 10 J , v XU
T. = .10 and A£J = 10 7 sh. . and for F3 , T. = .10 and At*"* = 10 ^ sh.T. clc. use
c T HYRADl
.05 .94296 .9929/ .39297
.15 .97792 .97793 .97793
.25 .96139 .96141 .96141
. 35 .94304 .94307 .94307
.45 .92242 .92246 .92246
.55 .89887 .89891 .89892
.65 .87136 .87141 .87142
.75 .83820 .83828 .83828
.85 .79616 .79635 .79634
,91 .73785 .73849 .73845
1.05 . 63704 .63945 .63933
1.15 0 .00021 .00015
S.E.(j) .90914 .90917 .90989
I.E.(j) .90914 .90917 .90887
// t ime steps 2457 2468
avg. it iterations 
calculation time
5.9 1
@ 49 sh CDC-7600 1 min .4 min‘ PDP-10 68 min
3Table 5 : HYRADl and F Calculations as Compared with 
the Analytical Solution for k = lO/s^.
Another series of problems were run for a variety of zone widths 
from 0.1 cm to 200 cm. The difference in the results were significant 
and improved with smaller A x’s approaching the mean free path. This
just confirms one's intuition that the linear space derivative approxi-
3 d>mation for r-1- does not adequately describe the flux terms for coarseo X
zoning even for materials which exhibit constant or- nearly constant 
opacities. So much concern and work has been directed toward calculating
a mean free path at the interface between zones, whereas it should 
probably be directed at arriving at a better flux term as a whole.
Of course, this is difficult to do properly, for there is just not 
enough information. In most cases, it' is usually better to zone 
finer. No calculations were done with zone widths less than a mean 
free path.
One interesting result obtained from the variable zone width 
calculations was the invariance of the results on a time step by 
time step basis. More precisely, if the calculation time is nor­
malized with respect to the square of the multiplicative difference 
in zone widths, then the results at comparable normalized times are 
the same. For example, the temperature profile at t = 9 sh for 
Ax = 0.1 is the same as for t = 36 sh for Ax = 0.2, but the latter 
calculation includes exactly twice, as much energy.
7.2 Hydrodynamic Calculations
£ . •
In this section, a series of hydrodynamic calculations are pre­
sented. Two different problems were investigated. The first is a . 
shock-tube problem which is described in [10] and [11]. This calcula­
tion follows the shock formed by a high pressure gas expanding into a 
low pressure gas Gonfined in a long small radius pipe or tube. The 
problem assumes an ideal gas for which ;
e = p / p ( A - l ) (7.4)
p = pR0, (7.5)
with
(7.6)
R = C - C . (7.7)p v '
2 2 oFor air, X = 1.4 and R - 286.793 m /sec K assuming 29 grams/mole 
of air.
From equations (7.4) and (7.5),
9 s _  r  
38 “ v ’
= R/A-l,
- f  E ,
- 716.983 m2/sec2 °K, <7.8)
| £ - 0 .  ■ (7.9)
2For the one region of gas, p = 666.447 kg/m-sec and p = .0077459716
3 7 2kg/m , and for the other region p = 1.1823 * 10 kg/m-sec and
p = 137.413 kg/m^. The initial temperature for both regions is 300°K.
The first calculation done was with a constant Ax = .0254 m,
—6At = 1.25 x 10 sec, r = .0254 m and an artificial viscosity factor 
n1 = 0.8. The results of this calculation match the results for the 
KO and PUFL programs as reported in [10], The next calculation was 
done with = 2. Again the overall result was the same. However, 
when the region at and behind the shock front was examined in detail, 
the quadratic form of artificial viscous pressure exhibited rather 
large oscillations as displayed in the pressure profile given in 
figure 14. Notice in contrast the smooth pressure profile for the 
linear form of the viscous pressure term. A combination was then 
tried with “ 1 and “ 3 as suggested in [lb]. These results 
were identical with the linear case except right at the shock front 













Z o n e  n u m b e r  f r o m  f r o n t  c o n t a c t  s u r f a c e  
F i g .  14:  P r e s s u r e  p r o f i l e  i n  r e g i o n  2 f o r  d i f f e r e n t  vi s c o  s i t y  t e  r m s  a t  t ~ . 0 0 8 9  s e c .
Another series of calculations were done with a variable At. For 
this series, the major time step restriction from those discussed in 
chapter 4 is the hydrodynamic restriction determined by the parameter
H,, . Two calculations were done with H,. = .05 and .10 and there wasfac fac
little significant difference in the results as shown in figure 15. 1 
However, there was a great difference in the calculation^! efficiency 
as indicated by table 6.
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Constant At Hf ac .10
avg. time step size (sec) 
total number o£ time steps 
avg. number of iterations
1.25 x 10 6 
3120
1.915 x 10 
2037
4.004 x 10 
974
-6
PDP-10 calculational time (min) 228






2.02030x10^ 2.01989x10^ 2.02013x10* 
-2.02063x10 -2.02033x10 -2.02037x10
Table 6: Relative Calculational Efficiency of Constant vs. Dynamic Time
Step Sizes at t = .0039 sec.
Another calculation done was with a constant At but with Ax = .0508 
meters, double that of the previous calculations. As was the case with 
the pure radiation diffusion calculations, the solution was very sensi­
tive to the zone width. Figure 16 gives the difference in the pressure 












Distance f r o m  initial contact surface (meters)
Fig. 16: P r e s s u r e  profile for different zone widths at t = . 0039 sec.
The final set of calculations done in the shock tube series was 
with a non-uniform radius tube. Here, a conic section, or frustrum 
was initially specified as the container of the low pressure gas.
The high pressure gas was then allowed to expand into this volume as 
before. In this conic section, the radius increased linearly at the 
rate of one inch to every ten along the axis from an initial one inch 
radius. The calculations started with initial one inch (.0254 m) 
zone widths and specified a constant At = 1.25 x 10 sec.
The first problem was run in the normal fashion with the zone 
center placed at the center of volume (as approximately given in 
section 3.1). The second problem was identical except that the zone 
center was placed at the mid-point between the zone interfaces as 
shown in figure 17. The latter is referred to as the axial mid-point 
or zone center.
0 .
Fig. 17: Zone Mid-Point Definitions
The results of the calculations are given in figure 18 at t = .0005 
and .001 seconds in the form cf temperature profiles, The temperature 
was used here in lieu of the pressure because it did not vary over as 
wide a range of values, but is directly proportional and indicative of 
the pressure. In both cases» figure 18 shows that the peak temperatures 
in the center of volume problem are greater and are advanced further 
down the tube than those for the axial center problem.
Table 7 gives the program statistics for this set of calculations. 
Note that for this geometrical configuration, the kinetic energy as 
given by equation (2.64) does not match the loss in internal energy.
This was not the case for the constant diameter problems as shown in 
table 6, At about .00075 sec, the problem became Courant limited 
(see section 4.1) because the shock was encountering larger and more 
massive zones as the pipe diameter increased. Thus, the zones tended 
to pile up into smaller widths.
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F i g .  18: T e m p e r a t u r e  p r o f i l e  o f  v o l u m e  v s .  a x i a l  z o n e  c e n t e r  a t  . 0 0 5  a n d  . 0 1  s e c .
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Axial Center Volume Center
time step size (sec.)
@ .0005 sec.
@ .001 sec. 
total number of time steps 
@ .0005 sec.
@ .001 sec. 
avg. number of iterations 
@ .0005 sec.
@ .001 sec.




















3.23157 x io;? 3.19644 x 10^ 
7.22046 x 10J 7.11488 x 10
@ .0005 sec. 
@ .001 sec.
I.E.
-3.14898 x 10^ -3.11402 x 10? 
-6.82762 x 10J -6.76969 x 10
@ .0005 sec. 
@ .001 sec.
Table 7: Program Statistics for Axial vs. Volume Zone Centers
The second problem investigated in the hydrodynamic series is 
known as the Von Neumann point source problem [12] . Thie purpose of 
this problem, also known as the blast problem, is to calculate as a 
function of time the blast radius propagating from the blast point in 
spherical geometry. The Von Neumann solution to the blast problem 
is given in [12] and numerical solutions are given in [13] and [14]. 
This problem is similar to the shock tube problem in that it assumes 
an ideal gas equation of state (equations 7.4 through 7.9), but differs 
in that a large amount of energy is released at (near) the center of a 
spherical volume.
Eilers and Whitfill at Los Alamos have been using this problem to 
validate numerical integration techniques and to establish parametric 
values. In particular, they provided several calculations done with
the F program for comparison with HYRAD1 and the analytical solution
given by [12]. One such solution is given in figure 19 together with
that from HYRAD1 and variations therein. Figure 19 is a plot of the
absolute difference between the actual blast radius and the calculated
blast radius as a function of time. For this series, Ax? = 30.5 cm,
i
3 € BeY = 1-2, —  = 5, —  = 0 ,  R = 1 (meaning 0 absorbs the actual value of R ) ,a D dV
0?,, = 10-6 , n, = -8, = .10, 0 = .001, H, = .01, At° = 10”7 andi+% 1 fac p fac
(the energy-in at the blast point) = 4185^ .
At this point, it is important to point out the difference in
the acceleration terms as calculated in F [5] with those calculated 
3by HYRAD1. F uses the following difference equation to arrive at a 
numerical solution to the momentum equation:
4irx^
x. * r?----- t—’— r (P. i “ P *ji ) (7.10)
which is equivalent to
x. « —---— rr -— - — ^ ----—  (7.11)
3
i +  m 1+ls) Ax.
where

Equation (7.11) is now in the same form as given for HYRADl in 
equation (2.7). The quantity x.j as given in (7.12) is said to be1 T^
located at the radial center in contrast to the center of volume as 
specified for HYRADl by equation (3.28). The difficulty with equation 
(7.11) is the location of the volume given by The denominator
term implies that it should include half the mass of each adjacent 
zone if a uniform density is assumed as is done in HYRADl. In con­
trast then,
V. = 4irx. Ax. , x x i (7.13)
which when expanded becomes:
V. = 4 i r f t ( x ^  + 2 x . ^ x 1_Ji + xj_% )(x._^ - x . ^ ) ]  (7.14)
If was considered to be the volume between x,,, and x, , , then x i-Hi i - V
tf. = 4ir[l/3(x^ + x . ^ x . ^  + ^_js)(x.4js - x._^)] (7.15)
It is not difficult to show that
. - V. = ^  Cx.^ - x. 1 )3 . x x 3 i+h i-H (7.16)
A calculation done with in lieu of V_^  is given in figure 19 and is 
labeled AVG^,
Another diffeirencing scheme was suggested by L* A. Schmittroth, 
and it proceeds as: follows from integrating the momentum equation by 
parts.

HYRAD1 was then modified to calculate the zone centers and accel­
eration terms as given by equations (7.10) and (7.12) for the F program. 
The results are also shown in figure 19.
7.3 Combined Radiation Diffusion and Hydrodynamics
The results of a combined radiation diffusion and hydrodynamic 
problem are shown here in figures 20 through 23. This problem is a 
multi-material calculation in which one material is heated and then 
transfers this energy to the other by radiation. The initial trans­
fer of energy creates a shock in the second material as indicated by 
the formation of a spike in the pressure profile shown in figures 
20, 21, and 22. This influx of energy causes the Second material to 
expand one zone at a time back into the first material and also for­
ward with the shock causing an increasing number of zones to be com­
pressed at and immediately behind the leading edge of the shock wave.
Note that from figure 23 on, the shock wave has overtaken and is 
accelerating ahead of the diffusion wave. This is indicated by the 
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The selection of computer calculations included in this section
is not exhaustive but rather illustrative. A great deal of work
remains to be done, particularly within the areas of validating the
non-linear approximation techniques, the hydrodynamic activity for
various geometrical shapes and multi-material effects. Detailed
studies also need to be made into the effects of the equation of
state and opacity calcuiational schemes. For example, figure 26
illustrates a difficult yet convergent time step, Notice the plot
of the relative convergence error at each iteration. The initial
decay is a rather moderate exponential response which changes
abruptly after the eleventh iteration.
The other plots on this figure show the change of several zone
variables over the course of the time interval. The zone plotted is
that which had the largest relative convergence error at iteration 15,
the last iteration. The values plotted (from top left) are -rjkA0 Av
p, A, 0, the luminosity (flux times the area) into one end of the 
zone and out of the other, and a somewhat confusing and uninformative 
convergence graph which has since been dropped. The initial vertical
line on the ^  plot (labeled DEDT) is simply a line drawn from the
Ac 'base line to the value of as it was three time steps ago. The next
two time step values are then plotted with a line between them giving
a short curve which is representative of the behavior of the derivative
over the previous three time steps. Another vertical line is tihen
drawn from the basfe line up to the first iterative Valute of the term
7.4 Summary

for the current time step and subsequent iterative values are represent
A sed by the curve following. This format is repeated for the — , p and 
A terms (labeled DEDV, P and LAMBDA respectively). The curves for 0 
and the luminosity represent only the iterative values for the current 
time step and (unfortunately) do not include values for previous time 
steps,
Similarly, figure 27 is a picture of a time step which, while
/
convergent, displays rather erratic behavior. Note that it initially 
starts to converge, abruptly diverges and then converges. Notice 
the corresponding graphs of the behavior of various zone quantities.
Figure 27
Figure 2i8 gives a snapshot a time step which doesn't converge 
after thirty riterations. It also looks as if it will never converge 
and appears tc-o oscillate every five iterations. Notice the i n s e n s i - . 
tivity of the mean free path and one of the luminosity terms. The 
other luminosJity term is somewhat affected, and the pressure even less 
affected by tl:he fluctuations. C l e a r l y , it is the behavior of the 
energy d e r i v a t i v e  terms which are causing the problem, A  look into 
the equation cof state tables for the material of this zone showed a 
discontinuity in these values near this temperature and density. As 
it turned out,) a small increase in temperature resulted in a huge 
change in the derivatives due primarily to the linear interpolation 
scheme. Subseequently, the temperature dropped and again the corres­
ponding derivaatives changed drastically. Thus, the temperature (and 
corresponding quantities affected by it) oscillated back and forth 
about an entryy in the equation of state tables, either side of Which 
gave widely vaarying derivative values based upon linear interpolation. 
Decreasing and from 0.5 to 0.1 dampened out the oscillations and 
the calculatioons were able to proceed. Alternatives Would b e  to rais6 
t he c o n v e r g e n c e s  limit, reduce the time step size, or any combination 
of these.

CONCLUSION AND AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
As stated in the introduction, the development of this system has 
extended over the past several years. During this period a variety of 
techniques have been tried within a number oi different programmed 
solutions on four different computers. The end product consists of a 
highly polished machine language program which consumes huge amounts 
of time on the PDP-10 computer in contrast Co the small amounts of 
time consumed by the relatively inefficient and unfinished FORTRAN 
version on the CDC-7600.
The PDP-10 version was originally coded in FORTRAN only to find
out that the FORTRAN system on that coinputer was full of gross errors
and inefficiencies. To obtain significant results on the PDP-10, the
Acalculations for <j> = 0 and Ay necessitated using double precision. 
After quickly determining that the DEC-supplied double precision 
routines were overly restrictive on the range of operands with which 
they could produce significant results (and contained minor errors), 
the method was reprogrammed in MACRO-IQ, the machine language for the 
PDP-10. As alluded to above, this also included a complete package 
of library routines for performing double precision arithmetic 
(addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division) in addition to 
some elementary mathematical functions (square root, natural log and 
exponential). To say the least, it is gad to think that a computer 
of this size has no do.uble word arithmetic capability and that none 
of the modern computers h$ve the hardware capability to perform the
elementary mathematical functions. It say be of interest at this 
point to mention that the double precision square root routine within 
the PDP-10 version of HYRAD1 consumes over 60% of the total calcula- 
tional time.
In addition to the fact that the MACR0-10 version works and the 
FORTRAN version didn't, the resultant speed and storage improvement ' 
of the MACR0-10 version over the FORTRAN version on the PDP-10 was 
dramatic. The differences between the PUP-10, CDC-6600 and CDC-7600 
are even more outstanding. A particularly simple problem which ran 
for 64 minutes on the PDP-10 in 29k words of core, used but 6 minutes 
on the CDC-6600 and a mere minute on the CDC-7600 in 32k words of 
core. Remember that this comparison is between a very efficient 
"hand crafted" program on the PDP-10 with a FORTRAN version on the 
CDC machines that is well known for its inefficient use of machine 
resources. It is worth noting that the same problem consumed .4
3minutes using the non-iterative F Los Alamos program and that HYRAD1 
used an average of 6.1 iterations per time step, both taking nearly 
2900 time steps. It is not unusual for a problem to run for several 
hours on the CDC-7600 computer.
It is clear that increased hardware functions are necessary for 
numerical calculations of this type. Not fast simple parallel functions 
as exhibited by the ILLIAC IV computer, but rather independently func- . 
tioning units with increased capability (i.e. square root, exponential/ 
etc.). Raw computing power is not enough though. A better man-machine 
interface needs to be developed. The user needs to retain control over 
the calculations rather than submitting to the crude demands of the 
machine.
Ag mentioned, this program was developed under a simple inter­
active (and sometimes graphical) system. The user was thereby able 
to alter parameters,, .introduce dsta changes, direct program control, 
and even make crude program patches. This was done to get, first of 
all, answers which may otherwise be very difficult to obtain under the 
traditional '’batch'1 mode of processing. Secondly, through the inter­
active mode of operation, the user was able to get better answers in 
the sense that more resolution could be obtained at those t;mes when 
it was required. Finally it, was possible to get an. immediate and 
in depth realization of the solution in moving picture form.
Slowly, but most certainly, tools are being created to provide 
such a man-machine interface. However, such tools have traditionally 
been improved interface equipment such as display consoles or they 
have been huge and rather obtrusive software systems which are programs 
to make up for the lack of sufficient and sophisticated hardware.
Very large compilers are continually being developed at great expense 
to provide a more natural language interface between man and machine. 
Howeverj all of them fall short on retaining enough information to 
relate badk to the original language and to retain an overall view of 
what is being done. Thus, grand interpretive systems have been and 
are being developed which have some of these characteristics at great 
expense in both time and spacs.
. Clearly the development ot such software systems over the past 
several years is causing questions to be asked. Questions such as: - 
Why not build machines to work at the user level? Why have compilers?
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They generally discard most ail of the useful information required as 
input anyway. Hardware is gattivjg 30 i a t  and cheap, why not build 
computers that work in the infix mode directly (essentially) on the 
user’s source program which can then be easily changed and debugged 
dynamically? Thus, why not build computers which add, multiply, etc. 
operands according to their definition at the point of execution be 
it integer, real, array, procedure or whatever?
There are so many situations which arise at run time that just 
can't be taken care of by the compiler, or the programmer ahead of 
time. This is true ox problems in general despite the best planning. 
Therefore, why not defer the final decision making until such a time, 
that it is in context? This technique is already in popular use for 
determining the final operand address. It seerus t.c be a rather 
natural extension to go one otep further and say that the add instruc­
tion, for example, is defined by the type and kind of operands upon 
which it is to operate. This then makes ”addf' a primitive which has 
no complete or definitive meaning by Itself. Thus, the actual instruc­
tion set for a computer becomes very small and simple. There are no 
longer 2-5 different multiply instructions plus a host of multiply 
subroutines to handle things like the multiplication of arrays or 
complex numbers. There is just one multiply, and it is micro-programmed, 
if you wish, by its operands.
In conclusion, the model developed herein and the subsequent cal- . 
culations indicate that the numerical methods are reasonable and are 
capable of giving valid results. With the advent of better computing 
tools, the solution techniques appear even more palatable. The develop­
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ment of the straight forward radiation diffusion scheae was an early 
(5 years ago) revolt against the first order expansion techniques as 
used by [5]. The results seem to bear out the fact that these equations 
are at least as good as those used in the past. Other recent analysis 
and work done, notably by Burton Wendroff f15], seem to indicate that 
this approach has a great deal of promise.
The iterative procedure was included for two purposes. First, it 
provides a corrective mechanism which tends to give better than first, 
order resolution since it ’ 'dudfis c'ome foresight as well as hindsight. 
Secondly, it provides an easy wav of incorporating non-linear effects.
It is actually instructive to watch the iterative procedure sneak up 
to the answer via the display console. The anomalies are especially 
interesting as pointed out in section 7.4, Such iterative procedures 
have been successfully used for a long time in thermal and neutron 
diffusion programs.
Several other features of the model are also worth mentioning at 
this time. Probably next in order of importance is the opacity 
%
averaging scheme at the. interface as given in section 5.2 even though 
its worth has not yet been fully determined. It appears to be the 
only scheme in use that has a sound mathematical and physical basis 
and yet still works [6]. This has been and continues to be a prime 
area for future work. Coming next in a close, yet, second place is 
the zone centering problem as exhibited by the point source and frustrum 
calculations in section 7.3. The kinetic energy as approximated by 
(2.64) or the total energy conservation is incorrect for these problems. 
This discrepancy seems to be connected with the zone centering problem.
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It is clear that more work needs to be done in this area [16]. Even the 
3F solution or the source problets is in suspect in light of the shock 
tube problem. It seems as though.the ealculationai results should lag 
behind and. achieve an asymptotic solution. Problems with the singular­
ities at the center plus the fact that the source energy is actually 
introduced at the center of the first zone rather than actually at the 
center of the sphere tend to suggest a much harder look at the problem 
and the idealized solutions given in [12], [13j and [14].
Some of the other new and successful features include the Hydro­
dynamic Time Step Restriction procedure which guarantees that not only 
will zones not cross, but that they will not expand or compress too 
quickly. The implementation of the extensive equation of state and 
opacity table lock-up procedures are not detailed herein, but are 
extensive, efficient and very fast. The technique of introducing 
energy into the problem by means of a temperature profile over several 
zones as given in section 6.2 is new in that it calculates the amount 
of energy required to bring the specified zones to that predetermined 
temperature. The iterative procedure plays a useful corrective role 
here too. ■ . .
The one important feature not incorporated within the model is a
dynamic rezoning procedure over which the user has final control, yet
3is automatic under certain user specified conditions. The F program 
employs a procedure which will not initially calculate those exterior 
zones three or more zones away from the active zones. This technique 
helps to reduce the calculation time by not including those zones
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affected by radiation or hydrodynamics;. This scheme works only from 
the so called "inner boundary" (low zone numbers) outward and must 
have an "ambient" boundary condition at the other end. If the "outer" 
boundary condition is actlva, if there is a  gradient near the "outer" 
boundary, or if there are non-zero source terms near the "outer" bound­
ary, then the program must proceed to do the calculation for all zones 
regardless of what happens at the "inner" boundary or interior to the 
problem. It is desirable to generalize the technique with rezoning 
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